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An uplifting tale for every age that will have you guessing at what becomes of this lost, rebellious

soul, until you breathe a sigh of relief, shed a tear of joy, and remember that trusting life is half the

secret. This adventurous little horse, who with a little perseverance, patience, and faith, makes a

stunning success of her life, will no doubt remind you of yourself.
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"Dandelion is a marvelous story of the triumph of spirit." -- Dr. Wayne Dyer

Sheelagh Mawe was born in Hertfordshire, England. Later, as an adult living in America, she

decided to put her own life experiences and the theories of various metaphysical writers into story

form, including her best-selling book Dandelion, which Wayne Dyer calls "A marvelous story of the

triumph of spirit." Today she makes her home in Orlando, Florida. --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.

This is a moving tale about personal growth, with a valuable message. However, it's housed in a

somewhat corny anthropomorphic wrapper - told from the voice of a horse - that seems cribbed

from Anna Sewell's Black Beauty at times.Basically, you are enough, and you have all you need to

succeed.It's a quick read, and the parable form makes the message a little easier to swallow than a

straightforward self-help book. If therapy is an endless crutch for you, this is a story of someone



changing their negative worldview and self-view and coming to a new level of maturity and

independence. Despite my qualms about the writing style and sometimes overwrought language, I

found it inspiring and a bit of a wakeup call.If horse stories are not your thing, I also recommend

Falling Awake by Dave Ellis. A similar message in more of a workbook format.Dandelion? Worth the

time to read. Recommended!

One of my all-time favorite books. Ms. Mawe does a fine job putting you in the horse's shoes. I

could FEEL that horse and her wide range of emotions. You don't have to be a "horse person" to

enjoy this book. Full of life lessons and HOPE. Sheelagh Mawe is a wonderful writer with a terrific

sense of humor. Read it yourself. Read it to your kids. And...keep it on your bookshelf. You'll

probably read it again and again (and again!)

Ok, this book in my opinion is one of my favorites, it is most entertaining and of such a value for

many. Whether it is an adult, a child or a parent reading it to or with son/s or daughter/s...Is it a

feelgood story.... OH YES, though more coming with it.You will enjoy reading about the adventures

of Dandelion, a horse growing up, learning... if you wanna see it you will see the message given by

the writer. Though even when not interested in the deeper message, it is sharing lovely, sweet and

heartfelt adventures ...leading to freedom and wisdom. Gotta love it.Buy it and keep it with you,

carry it with you when moving homes. Once you read it , you probably know. I am afraid you will

love it.Rob Waterlander

Seriously, this is the Sweetest, Heart and Soul Felt, most Touching little Book to remind those of us

who know, understand and use Thoughts Become Things, but tend to become disheartened with

our lack of patience to continue seeing "THE BIG PICTURE"! And for those who are new to

Thoughts Become Things, Dandelion will surely, simply, elegantly show you the WAY! I am in Love

with Her, for she has reminded me to have the same unwavering confidence in myself!!

a horse story from the horses perspective of people, owners and life lessons... was a gift to me

years ago I have continued to buy and gift out as well. Find out who and what you are meant to be

in life, everyone has success and talent in them the art is to tap it

Loved the story. It provides a lot of food for thought for anyone reading it.



After about 15 years of receiving the Notes from the Universe, and after reading Sheelagh's other

amazing book "How Mom Got a Life" I had to read this one too.A wonderful story that gallops

fearlessly through your head while you read it.... Creating thoughts together with Dandelion... And

sharing her conviction that Thoughts Do Create Things!

I really don't think this book is cheesy as some reviewer has suggested. On the contrary, it's a very

sweet story about a horse that wasn't as 'beautiful' as the others in the Irish farm where he's

growing up; much like the Ugly Duckling. Dandelion's (the horse) unbreakable spirit and his

discovery that his thoughts have the power to lead him to wherever he wishes to go in life enable

him to eventually find his place in the world. And though sometimes hard to maintain, his faith in that

'something' grand is awaiting him keeps him going even during the toughest of times. The ending

was so moving I couldn't stop the tears ... poignant & inspiring! I read it over 4 years ago and I still

think of Dandelion sometimes when I might need a little inspiration. Overall, the uplifting tale plus

the author's brilliant use of the Irish lingo, make this book a delightful read for anyone -child or adult.
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